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Year 10 Snow Camp

Term 2
June
Monday 20thFriday 24th

Year 10 Snow Camp
Friday 24th
Last day of Term 2
Footy Colours Day

Term 3
July
Monday 11th
Pupil Free Day
Tuesday 12th
First day of Term 3

Jason holding his balance on cross-country skies.
The Year 10 students at Bogong Outdoor Camp are learning to
cross- country ski, downhill ski and are enjoying playing in the snow.
They are learning about the Alpine environment and sustainability.
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Principal’s Report
Mid-year Reports
The student mid-year reports are now available. Printed copies have been
distributed to students today and you will be able to access copies on
Compass shortly.
Mid-year reports provide a summary of student work to date. The reports are
detailed and take considerable teacher-time to prepare and publish. Students
are provided with a ‘dot-point’ on a continuum which indicates their
approximate achievement level. Written comments provide an over view of
work covered and subjective comments about attitude and
progress. As I always advise, look for three major indicators;
attendance, attitude and achievement. Attendance (days
absent) is listed on the Home Group page, attitude is
summarised in effort and behaviour plus subjective comments.
Finally, achievement is the ‘dot-points’ referred to above as
well as subjective comments by teachers.
I hope you can take some time to read the reports with your child and
celebrate the positives while working to address any areas for improvement.
If you have any queries about reports, ring the school office first thing Friday
morning for clarification or to make an appointment.
Term 2 in Review
It is interesting to look back over the term and identify highlights as well as
any areas which may have been tougher than expected. An ongoing feature
of the term has been Drumbeat and Rock and Water. Another has been
exceptional performance of some students in inter-school sport. A third has
been the proactive approach of our SRC and school captains to plan and
implement activities for students. Finally, the tabloid sports organised by the
Year 9 Advance students has been significant along with the ‘last minute’
Year 10 ski camp. All of this has been underpinned by extensive and
intensive academic learning by students and great work by teachers and
Education Support Staff. Well done everyone!

First day Term 3
Just a reminder that Monday 11th July is a pupil-free day. Staff will be involved
in professional learning for the day. Students resume on Tuesday 12th July.
Secondary Schools Agriculture Fund
We are currently in the process of applying for significant funding to extend
the agricultural component of our VCAL program. We are hoping to establish
Conways Block as an experimental plot for sustainable agriculture and
net-zero emissions. We are also looking at how we might be able to offer
agricultural science more directly across the curriculum.

Graeme Holmes
Principal

Check out Hopetoun
P-12 College
Facebook page

After School Soccer
For Hopetoun P-12 students
in Grades Prep-6.

Save and bring your empty bread
bags to the school to help earn
sports equipment for our school.

After school on Mondays,
School
Photos
students to be collected
from
School
Photos at
will4:00pm.
now take
the stadium
place on the 23rd of August in
Term 3.
Students can use the same
photo form to pay for school
photos.
Please return photo form to
school before the 23rd.
Family
photo
formsBound
can be
Sessions
by Mrs.
collected from the office.

Names on Uniforms

Homework Club
Thursday afternoons, between
3.20 and 4.00pm, for supervised
homework/study sessions.

Please put your child’s name on their
uniform. If they have a second-hand
uniform, please cross out the old name
and put your child’s name on it.
Secondary students in Room 5.
Primary students in

primary classroom.
Primary students to be collected
from the front steps at 4:00pm.

Weekly Student Awards
Well done to the following students for receiving

Student of the Week

Week 8

Tommy

Coco

Lachlan

For taking responsibility
for his learning and
being respectful of his
peers.

For demonstrating
resilience, hard work
and responsibility by
making sure she has
completed work to the
best of her ability.

For always being a
respectful member of
class, being responsible
for his learning and
setting high
expectations for
himself.

Good Job!

Week 9

Keisha

Issy

Tayla

For having a positive
attitude towards her
fitness lessons and for
showing leadership
skills by supporting
other students when
learning new skills.

For taking responsibility
for her learning by
ensuring her work is
consistently at a high
standard, seeking help
and applying the
feedback in her work
and completing
homework to support
her understanding of
concepts.

For taking responsibility
for her learning by using
class time productively
to complete her VCAL
outcomes to a high
standard and for
showing leadership
skills by overseeing
VCAL projects, running
meetings, and
delegating roles and
responsibilities.

Well Done!

Reading Awards
Reading awards are given to students who have reached
milestones in their nightly reading.

Congratulations to Nathaniel for 125 nights of reading, Mia for 100 nights,
Hunter for 25 nights, George and Pearl for 50 nights . Well done!

SWPBS Awards

Congratulations to Clay for being the Secondary student with the most
reward cards and to Nathaniel, Matilda and Marley for being the Primary
students with the most reward cards.
Well done Yarrara for handing in the most reward cards!

Prep-2 Primary Prattle
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

What does it look like?

The eastern grey kangaroo is taller than the average man, when
standing up. It has a pouch four Joey. The eastern grey kangaroo
live in the east side off Australia what are they? Kangaroos are
marsupials. They are born the size of a jellybean.

It has brown and grey fur, and
it has big feet. It kicks with its
feet.
Hard and it hits with its arms to
protect it babies. It looks for
food for the babies and the girl
kangaroos help the boy
kangaroos protect the babies.

And the boys want the girls to
fall in love with the boys. The
girls think the boys are just
showing off and eat grass.

How they move?
The eastern grey kangaroos and they can hop 7.6m. They have big
feet. They have spring in their legs the eastern grey kangaroo is an
Australian Animal. By Braxton.
The Eastern Kangaroo

THE EASTERN GREY KANGAROO

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is taller
than the average man. They have big
feet. They hop using their legs and
It has big feet, and it has
tall. Kangaroos live on the eastern
pointy ears and it put its tail up side of Australia and they like to live
to fight with other boys, and
on big grass fields. Sometimes they
the boys think they’re strong
fight each other. When they fight they
but they’re not. By Pearl
stand up and use their tails to hold
them. They can jump very far and
very fast. By Jess
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

Is taller than the average man
when it is standing up. It has a
white belly. They have sharp
claws.
They live on the eastside of
Australia.
Diet: They eat grass.
What are they?
They are marsupials with a
pouch. By Lydia

What does it look like?

The Eastern Grey.
The eastern grey kangaroo is taller than the average man when
What does it look like?
standing up. The eastern grey kangaroo has Grey/ brown fur
and has white belly. Kangaroos are big and have pointy ears it The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is taller
than the average man when it is
has too pointy ears on its head.
standing up. The eastern kangaroo
Habitat: They live on the east side of Australia in grasslands.
has two big feet and grey brown fur.
Habitat: The eastern kangaroo lives
on the eastern side of Australia.

Diet: Kangaroos eat grass.
What are they?

Diet: Their favourite food is grass.
The Kangaroo is a mammal that has warm blood. They are
What are they?
marsupials with a pouch. They are the size of a jelly bean when
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is an
they are born. Its scientific name is Macropus Giganteus. A
Australian mammal. This means that
group of kangaroos is called a mob.
they have warm blood. They have
pouches to keep their joeys safe.
How they move: They hop using their legs and tail. They can
Joeys are born the size of a jelly
hop 7.6m in one jump. Marley Jones
bean. By Mikaela
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo.
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is an Australian
animal. It has grey fur and a white belly.

Eastern Grey Kangaroo

It has two big feet to help to jump. They have two
arms to fight with. They live in grasslands next to
trees.

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is taller than the
average man. It has brown fur. It has two big
feet and two ears.

It has a pouch to carry its baby.

Habitat

They live with friends in a mob.

They are live on east of Australia in grass.
They are mammals and marsupials. Its
scientific name is Macropus Giganteous.

The Eastern grey kangaroo is a mammal that feeds
its baby milk. By Allirea

By Tommy

The amazing eastern grey kangaroo!

What does it look like?
Wow! The eastern grey kangaroo is taller than the average man when standing up. It has a thick coat of
white fur on Its stomach. It has grey and brown fur. The eastern grey kangaroo has bigger feet than me.
Wow! I thought I had bigger feet then a kangaroo. Wow! The pouch of a kangaroo is nice and cozy. The
kangaroo has a thick tail it is very stable it use its tail when kangaroos jump and fight. The easter grey
kangaroo has 2 strong arms to fight. Many would not fight with them especially because they have sharp
claws. They have very pointy ears. Wow! It is so many facts about Eastern Grey Kangaroos!
Habitat: Eastern Grey Kangaroos live on the eastern side of Australia. You will find them in Victoria and
New South Whales and Queensland.

Diet: They love to eat grass.
What are they? The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is a mammal. A mammal means they have blood and drink
milk. They are also marsupials. Marsupial means many different things. It means they’re born the size of
a jellybean. Maybe we eat them, but I don’t want to eat them. They have hot blood like hot chocolate.
They have a nice warm pouch. Fun fact, a group of kangaroos is called a mob.
How They Move: They have a strong tail for when they hop. They have massive big feet. Wow! A
kangaroo can hop 7.6m, their legs are like springs. I think a kangaroo can run faster than me, they can
travel 56km an hour.
They can live up to ten years. By Matilda
The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

The Eastern Gray

What does it look like?

Kangaroo Looks like red

The eastern grey kangaroo is taller than the
average man when standing.

Kangaroo

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

They use their tails to be stable.

What does look it like?
Some mum kangaroos can have joeys. They
keep the babies safe in their pouch. It is so
Well they’re Eastern Gray
warm in their pouch. Kangaroos live on the east
side of Australia.
Habitat
They hop around Australia. They hop with two
They live at the side of Australia.
feet and their tail. They can jump big.

What does it look like?

A group of kangaroos is called a mob.

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is taller than the
average man. They have grey and brown fur.

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo is a mammal. They live

Habitat

for 10 years when the joeys are born they are the

They live on they east side of Australia in
grassland's.

size of a jellybean.

Diet
Kangaroos eat grass.
What are they?
A Kangaroo is a marsupial. They have a
pouch to hold its joeys in. They are born the
size of a jelly bean. The mum looks after the
babies.
HARVEY HALLAM

Stefanie
Arendshorst

By Nathaniel

The Eastern Grey Kangaroo

Classroom
The eastern grey kangaroo has a big
tail and
strong arms.
It has a pouch to carry its baby.

Teacher

By Liam

Amanda Cook
Classroom teacher

Policy Update
Child Safety Policy

One component of the revised Child Safety Policy suite includes a section on
communication of our commitment and approaches to communication of policies. In
brief, the communication section of the policy states the following.

Communications
Hopetoun P-12 College is committed to communicating our child safety strategies to the school community through:

• ensuring that key child safety and wellbeing policies are available on our website including the Child

Safety and Wellbeing Policy (this document), Child Safety Code of Conduct, and the Child Safety
Responding and Reporting Obligations (including Mandatory Reporting) Policy and Procedure;
• displaying PROTECT posters around the school;
• updates in our school newsletter;
• ensuring that child safety is a regular agenda item at school leadership meetings, staff meetings and
school council meetings.

Stefanie
Arendshorst
Classroom
Teacher

Drama in Jeparit
On Monday the 3-6 Students go to
go to Jeparit to meet their Drama
instructor. They participated in many
drama activities and had a fantastic
time!

Freestyle Dance and
Rock and Water
On Tuesday, the Year 7
and 8 students got to
enjoy an energised dance
workshop.
Wednesday was the last
day for the Year 7 Rock
and Water with Reverend
James. They had a great
time!

Stefanie
Arendshorst
Classroom
Teacher

Please make sure you dress in appropriate pyjama’s for the weather! No short-shorts or singlets.

